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Contact Information
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Making Choices
Dear Pupil

Making choices about what to study at GCSE is one of the most important decisions that
you have probably had to face so far in your education. This is a very important stage in
your future as the choices you make over the next couple of months could determine
your future path and career.

GCSE Option Booklet 2021-22

As such, it is really important that you do one thing—get advice! There are plenty of opportunities to do this, from talking through your choices with friends, parents and teachers to working with Careers Advice or speaking to universities about potential courses
you maybe interested in.
We have a number of really important dates coming up to help you with making a decision:








Week beginning 28th September 2020—Morrisby Profile Testing

Friday 16th October 2020—Full Subject Reports

2nd—13th November 2020 —One-to-One Pathways Interviews
Wednesday 18th November 2020—Year 9 Options Assembly

Thursday 19th November 2020 —Year 9 Options Evening

Monday 11th January 2021—Year 9 Parents Evening
Friday 29th January 2021—Options Deadline

Consider all your options and follow this simple advice:
1.

DO take a subject if you enjoy it and are good at it;

3.

DO look at your future and think about what you need to get onto your chosen career.

2.

DON’T take a subject just because your friends are, it may not be right for you;

Above all, think carefully about your choices as you are going to

be studying them for the next two years, and remember, if in doubt
just ask and we’ll help.

All the very best of luck!
Mr Norton

Paul Norton
Principal

Be the best you can be
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Advice—Morrisby Testing

Getting advice is the most important part of ensuring that you make the right option choices.
Deciding what you want to do after you leave school is not easy. Understanding the options
available to you in the first place is hard enough, but then working out what you are best suited
to and how you can achieve your goals is difficult. We offer Morrisby online career profiling to
help with these decisions.

GCSE Option Booklet 2021-22

The career and education planning tools are fully interactive where you are given personalised
careers and education advice, helping you to choose options and make informed decisions
about study pathways and career opportunities. You will have access to information about apprenticeships, colleges and degree courses (in the UK and Europe) and a vast database of potential careers including salary expectations and the different routes to employment.
HOW DOES IT WORK?

In order to personalise your careers advice, you go through an online assessment, which takes approximately 75 minutes. This measures your verbal, numerical and abstract aptitudes, and be combined with a more subjective snapshot of your talents, motivations and work preferences. All of this information
will then be analysed and the results will be presented back to you in the form
of an interactive website. You can see recommendations, find courses and investigate the various careers in more detail. This can all be downloaded in a report.

You can’t revise for the assessment, so there is no preparation work involved, although we will
give you access to some practice questions if you want to get a feel for the types of questions
you will be asked.

Core Subjects

When making your choices at GCSE you need to consider the core subjects that you will be studying alongside these options. We have three core subjects:
English—this is split into Language and Literature

Mathematics—with the opportunity for our more able and talented pupils to sit Additional
Mathematics.

Science—this is split into Double Science and Triple Science, which is made up of Biology, Chemistry and Physics.
These three subjects have their own examinations and will make up a substantial part of your
timetable in Year 10 and 11.
As well as these core subjects you will also have an afternoon of Games.

Be the best you can be
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Applications from Other Schools

Each year students join us from other schools in the area and even from abroad. We find
that all pupils quickly settle into Key Stage 4 and become part of the very diverse pupil
body that makes our school so special.

GSCE Option Booklet 2021-22

The Kings Monkton School Community

Our School is a friendly, thriving community within a thriving and caring
school.

In the Summer term of Year 10 and Autumn term of Year 11 your tutor
will provide you with detailed information about progression into our
Sixth Form and will guide you in making your application for Further Education or, at a later stage, for employment, or apprenticeships

Partnerships

Kings Monkton School works very closely with other partners and stakeholders to get
the very best for our pupils and this extends into Key Stage 4.

Every pupil will have the opportunity to develop their leadership and team building
skills on an activity different activities. This is excellent for self-esteem and for bonding for GCSEs, whilst
also being a lot of fun and looking good on your CV.
We also have an excellent partnership with Oxford
University through Oxford Royal Academy. This is an
opportunity for pupils to study at Oxford University
for two weeks during the summer term and focus on
their chosen area of study at Higher Education, from
medicine and law, to philosophy and psychology.

Be the best you can be
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GCSE reform – what's happening and when?

New style GCSEs are currently being introduced in England and Wales.

GCSE Option Booklet 2021-22

From September 2015, new GCSEs in English (language and literature) and
maths were introduced. The first of these exams took place in summer 2017.
New style GCSEs have been introduced across other subjects over the last three
years as well, although the date for changes is dependent upon the subject and
you should talk to your teacher for specific details.
What's changed?

Exams and assessment
 Most exams will be taken at the end of the two-year course rather than on
completion of modules.
 There will be fewer ‘bite-sized’ questions and more essay-style questions.
 The content will be more challenging, with more substantial texts in English
literature and a number of new topics in maths.
 Everyone will have to do at least two science GCSEs (no single science option after 2016).
 Coursework and controlled assessment will disappear from most subjects,
apart from practical ones such as art, dance and drama.

GCSE grades
 Grading will move to a 9-1 scale in England, with grade nine being roughly
equivalent to a top A* grade and a grade four equivalent to a low to mid grade
C. In Wales, GCSEs will remain graded A* to G.
 In Wales, two maths GCSEs will be taken from 2015, with the introduction of
a reasoning paper.
Talk to your teachers!

At Kings Monkton School we use both English and Welsh examination Boards
to get the best curriculum for you. This could lead to you have grades 1-9 and
A*-G for your GCSEs. To make sure you know exactly what you are doing you
must talk to your teachers and GET ADVICE!

Be the best you can be
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GCSE reform – what's happening and when?

How will this affect your future university application?

University might seem a long way off when you’re deciding on your GCSEs but
your GCSE choices at this stage can directly impact your options when it comes
to A-levels and, in turn, when you apply to university.

GCSE Option Booklet 2021-22

If you’ve got an idea of the degree subject you want to study, take a look at the entry requirements for specific courses at universities and work back from there (i.e.
'This university course requires these A-levels; and to get on to this A-level course,
I need these GCSEs...'). Some courses will specify certain subjects and minimum
grades at GCSE. Our Sixth Form Options Booklet can help you get an idea of what
Learning Pathway would be appropriate for your given choice.
If you haven’t got any idea of what you want to study at university just yet, then
having a good mix of subjects – including both the traditional academic subjects
featuring and creative subjects you’re interested in – will help keep your options
open. You can also study the Extended Project Qualification, which is a research
project on an area you are interested in and what to find out more on. It is the
equivalent to a GCSE and is graded A*-C.
How A-level reform changes things
Due to the changes to A-levels, GCSE grades will play a more important role in university admissions. Because AS-levels will no longer count towards your final Alevel grade, admissions staff are more likely to consider your GCSE grades when
deciding whether to offer you a place.
Therefore, it is really important you make the right choices. Remember, universities are interested in your top 8 GCSE grades, and these include your core subjects.
As such, you may want to study 15 GCSEs but think to your self—what is better, 8
A* grades or 15 B grades?

Be the best you can be
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Progression and Support

The majority of our pupils progress into our Sixth Form. However, whatever path you
choose you will be offered advice and guidance to help you plan for your future. You will be
encouraged to explore all options and take responsibility for your decisions.
You will be supported throughout by a team of experienced staff. These include:


GCSE Option Booklet 2021-22







A Form Tutor – fully conversant with subject and curriculum options and all aspects
of Post 16 study.

An Academic Tutor – fully conversant with target grades; tracking and ensuring you
meet your potential and stay on track.
A Career Specialist in school, Mrs Lewis, will be offering on-going support on all aspects of life during and after GCSEs.
Work Experience to gain essential experience of your chosen career.

Any member of our team is available to meet with pupils and parents/carers to discuss options at any stage.

The expertise available ensures pupils will receive a full support package. Pupils can request individual appointments at any time and will benefit from a range of activities to support progression. These include:











Progression Week – a comprehensive programme of activities, designed to prepare
pupils for Sixth Form, employment and apprenticeships after GCSEs.

Guest Speakers from a variety of employment sectors
Attending the model classes on Post 16 subjects

Extensive volunteering opportunities working in partnership with Dragon Career Associates.
Work experience as part of your Learning Pathway
A Sixth Form Information Evening
Work shadowing placements

An opportunity to study for two weeks at Oxford University

In addition, all pupils are encouraged to undertake leadership roles within the wider school
community as Prefects, Public Speaking and Debating competitions.

“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of
their dreams.” ― Eleanor Roosevelt
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English Language

What You will Study

Pupils will develop skills in Oracy, Listening, Reading and Writing in order to communicate
with others confidently and effectively.
You will learn how to express yourselves creatively and imaginatively, learning how to use
reading to develop your skills as writers.
Pupils will also learn how to understand the patterns and conventions of written English
and will learn how to adapt their speech and writing to different situations and audiences.
How you will be assessed:

WJEC English Language

Unit 1: Non Examination Assessment: 20%




Task 1—Individual researched presentation

Task 2—Responding and interacting ( Group discussion)

Unit 2: External Assessment: 40% (2 hour exam)




Understanding of at least one description, narrative or
exposition text and an editing task.
One writing task—either description, narrative or exposition and a proofreading task.

Unit 3: External Assessment (40%) (2 hour exam)




Understanding of at least one argumentation, persuasion or instructional text
Two writing tasks—argumentation and persuasion

Progression Post 16:

Other activities that will
be available:
Pupils will have the opportunity to visit the theatre on a regular basis.

Study support groups will
enable pupils to work
with their teacher to develop their reading and
writing skills, in preparation for the external exams.

In previous years, many students have opted for the A/S level Literature course, having
secured high grades in both GCSE English and Literature. In order to access the A/S
course, students will need to achieve at least a C grade in both GCSE English and LiteraPotential Careers

Some career areas associated with English are journalism, publishing, events management, marketing, social work, librarianship, civil service, local government and law.

“Drawing on my fine command of the English language, I said

nothing.” - Robert Benchley
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English Literature

What You will Study

The course is based on the conviction that the study of literature should centre on an informed personal response to a range of texts in the genres of prose, poetry and drama. It
will enable learners to understand that texts from the English, Welsh or Irish heritage have
been influential and significant over time and explore their meaning today.

WJEC English Literature

Students will explore how texts from different cultures and traditions may reflect or influence values, assumptions and sense of identity and will connect ideas, themes and issues,
drawing from a range of texts. All students will develop an understanding of how different
times, culture, viewpoints and situations can influence
the writing of literary texts.

How you will be assessed:
Unit 1: Prose and poetry.

External Assessment: 35% ( 2 hour exam)

Two questions on a prose text from a different culture.

Poetry comparison. Two unseen poems to compare and contrast.
Unit 2 : Literary heritage drama and contemporary prose.
External Assessment: 40% (2 hour exam)
Two questions on a drama text.

Two questions on a contemporary prose text.

Unit 3: Poetry and a drama ( literary heritage)
Controlled Assessment: 25%

Assessment will be in two parts analysing a Shakespeare play and
a selection of poetry from Wales.
Progression Post 16:

Other activities that
will be available:
Students will have
the opportunity to
visit the theatre on a
regular basis.

Study support
groups will enable
students to work
with their teacher to
develop their exam
skills and understanding of the texts.

In previous years, many students have opted for the A/S level Literature course, having
secured high grades in this subject. In order to access the A/S course, students will need to
achieve at least a C grade in both GCSE English and Literature.

Potential Careers

Some career areas associated with English Literature are journalism, publishing, copy writing, archives, librarianship, civil service, local government and law.

“There is no surer foundation for a beautiful friendship than a
mutual taste in literature.” ― P.G. Wodehouse
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Mathematics

What You will Study

The four areas of study will be:
1. Number
2. Algebra

3. Geometry and Measure

4. Probability and Statistics.

How you will be assessed:

WJEC Maths

There will be two GCSE qualifications . GCSE Mathematics
will cover the procedural aspects of mathematics. GCSE Numeracy will cover the same material as the mathematics
qualification but will focus on mathematics in ‘every-day’
life, the world of work and other curriculum areas.
Candidates will be entered into one of three tiers – higher,
intermediate or foundation.

The Higher tier will cover grade A* to C material; the Intermediate tier will cover grades B to E; and the foundation paper will cover grades D to G.
A resit paper is available for all tiers in the November of the
examination year.

Other activities that
will be available:
Some students will be
invited to participate in
the UK Maths Challenge.

Problem-solving activities – we hope to attend
an annual event at Glamorgan University starting next year.

Progression Post 16:
Depending on individual circumstances some candidates may opt to sit the examinations
early. The course will then start in Year 9.

Successful candidates will be offered Additional Mathematics in Year 11 that will cover
some AS topics and will be examined in the June of Year 11.
Potential Careers

Maths is essential in all careers but some specialise in maths for
example insurance, finance, engineering, physics or statistics.

“If nature has taught us anything it is that the impossible is
probable” ― Ilyas Kassam
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GCSE Science (Double Award)

What you will Study

Unit 1: Biology 1 (15%)

(Cells, respiration, digestion, plants, ecosystems)

WJEC GCSE Science (Double Award)

Unit 2: Chemistry 1 (15%)

(Chemical reactions, periodic table, water,
Earth)
Unit 3: Physics 1 (15%)

(Electric circuits, electricity, energy, waves)

Unit 4: Biology 2 (15%)

(Biodiversity, cells, DNA, evolution, diseases)
Unit 5: Chemistry 2 (15%)

(Bonding, acids, metals and extraction, crude
oil)
Unit 6: Physics 2 (15%)

(Newton’s laws, motion, energy, stars, radiation)

How you will be assessed:

6 written exams for each of the Biology, Chemistry and Physics units and a practical assessment.

You will also need to complete SPECIFIED PRACTICAL WORK. The examinations for
Units 1-3 will be available to sit at the end of Year 10 with Units 4-6 available at the end
of Year 11.
Other activities that
Each written exam will be:
will be available:
 1 hour 15 mins
Carrying out practical
experiments, working
in groups to deliver
presentations, make
use of internet and re-

 15% of the qualification

 Tiered (higher and foundation)

The practical unit will be an externally assessed practical assessment. This assessment is
untiered and is worth 10% of the qualification. It will be completed in Year 11.
Progression Post 16:

This course is aimed at those who need GCSE Science to get into University either to do a
degree or PGCE but are not intending to study a science at A-level.
Potential Careers
As a core subject science is essential for many careers, from teaching to engineering.

“Everything is theoretically impossible, until it is done.” Robert A. Heinlein
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BTEC – Principles of Applied Science

What you will Study

Unit 1: Principles of Science

WJEC GCSE Science (Double Award)

Cells, organs, genes, atomic structure and the periodic table, Energy and the electromagnetic spectrum
Unit 2: Chemistry and our Earth

Chemical reactivity, bonding, physical and chemical changes
Unit 3: Energy and our Universe
Radioactivity, electricity, space

Unit 4: Biology and our Environment

The effect of human activity on the environment and explore the factors that affect human health

How you will be assessed:

Unit 1 is externally assessed. The exam is 60 minutes long and there are 54
marks available.
Units 2, 3 and 4 are internally assessed. You will complete a number of assignments for each topic.
Other activities that will
be available:

Carrying out practical experiments, working in
groups to deliver presentations, make use of internet and research, educa-

Progression Post 16:

This course is aimed at those who would like an Applied Science qualification but are not
intending to study a science at A-level.
Potential Careers
As a core subject science is essential for many careers, from teaching to engineering.

“Everything is theoretically impossible, until it is done.” Robert A. Heinlein
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Separate Sciences—GCSE Biology

What you will study
Biology Unit 1

Cells, organ systems and ecosystems
Biology Unit 2

Variation, homeostasis and micro-organisms
Biology Unit 3

Practical assessment

WJEC GCSE Biology

How you will be assessed:
Unit 1- 1 hour 45 mins written exam (45%)

Unit 2 - 1 hour 45 mins written exam (45%)

Unit 3—Practical Assessment carried out in Year 11
(10%)

You will also need to complete SPECIFIED PRACTICAL
WORK. The examination for Unit 1 will be available to sit
at the end of Year 10 with Unit 2 available at the end of
Year 11. Each examination will be tiered (higher/
foundation)

Other activities that will
be available:
Carrying out practical experiments, working in
groups to deliver presentations, make use of internet and research, educational trips

Progression Post 16:
To GCE AS and A Level qualifications in Biology.

Following a course in GCSE Biology should encourage you to be inspired, motivated
and challenged by following a broad, satisfying and worthwhile course of study.
Potential Careers
Medicine, dentistry, veterinary science, nursing, education,
pharmacy, research, physiotherapy, genetics, conservation.

“DNA is like a computer program but far, far more advanced
than any software ever created.” ― Bill Gates
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Separate Sciences—GCSE Chemistry

What you will study
Chemistry Unit 1

Chemical substances, reactions and essential resources
Chemistry Unit 2
Chemical bonding, application of chemical
reactions and organic chemistry
Chemistry Unit 3—Practical assessment

WJEC GCSE Chemistry

How you will be assessed:

Unit 1- 1 hour 45 mins written exam (45%)
Unit 2 - 1 hour 45 mins written exam (45%)

Other activities that will
Unit 3—Practical Assessment carried out in Year 11 (10%) be available:

Carrying out practical
experiments, working
You will also need to complete SPECIFIED PRACTICAL
in groups to deliver
WORK. The examination for Unit 1 will be available to sit presentations, make
at the end of Year 10 with Unit 2 available at the end of
use of internet and reYear 11. Each examination will be tiered (higher/
search, educational
foundation)
trips
Progression Post 16:
To qualifications in A Level Chemistry and other science-based AS and A-levels. Following a
course in GCSE Chemistry should encourage you to be inspired, motivated and challenged by
following a broad, satisfying and worthwhile course of study.

Potential Careers
Medicine, dentistry, veterinary science, nursing, pharmacy, biochemistry, forensic science,
chemical engineering, materials engineering, research, education, law, finance
(accountancy, banking), biomedical sciences, geology, archaeology, politics, environmental
science, computer science

“Life is chemistry, not biology.” ― Joey Lawsin
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Separate Sciences—GCSE Physics

What you will study
Physics Unit 1

Electricity, energy and waves
Physics Unit 2

Forces, space and radioactivity
Physics Unit 3

Practical assessment

WJEC GCSE Physics

How you will be assessed:
Unit 1- 1 hour 45 mins written exam (45%)

Unit 2 - 1 hour 45 mins written exam (45%)

Unit 3—Practical Assessment carried out in Year 11 (10%)

Other activities that will
be available:

You will also need to complete SPECIFIED PRACTICAL WORK.
The examination for Unit 1 will be available to sit at the end of Carrying out practical exYear 10 with Unit 2 available at the end of Year 11. Each
periments, working in
examination will be tiered (higher/foundation).
groups to deliver presentations, make use of internet and research, educational trips.
Progression Post 16:

To GCE qualifications in Physics, Mathematics and other science-based AS and A-levels
Potential Careers

Physics, astrophysics, medicine (eg medical physics), engineering
(eg civil, structural, mechanical, electrical, electronics, aeronautical, product design), research, computer science, education, law,
finance, TV/music production, aviation

“Nothing happens until something moves.”
― Albert Einstein
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Art & Design

What You will Study
The department follows the WJEC Art and Design
(Art, Craft and Design) syllabus.
GCSE Art and Design provides students with a wide
range of creative, exciting and stimulating opportunities to explore their interests in ways that are
both personally relevant and developmental in nature.

WJEC Art

This two unit specification enables students to develop their ability to actively engage in the processes of Art and Design – to build creative skills
through learning and doing, to develop imaginative
and intuitive ways of working and develop
knowledge and understanding of media, materials
and technologies in historical and contemporary
contexts, societies and cultures.

How you will be assessed:








Unit 1 - Portfolio of Work - 60% of qualification: 120 marks

This unit comprises a major practical portfolio and outcome/s to be based on
internally set themes and subject matter developed from personal and/or given
starting points.
The work produced is based on one overall theme: “Myself and the Environment”, beginning with a basic skills project and then encouraging the pupils to
branch out into own personal project. The work for this will span across Years
10 and 11.
Unit 2: Externally Set Assignment - 40% of qualification: 80 marks

The externally Set Assignment materials set by WJEC are released to the students no earlier than 2nd January and will consist of assignments based on
themes, visual stimuli and written briefs, which are to be presented to the student at the start of the preparatory study period. One of the assignments is to
be selected by the student and used as a starting point from which to elicit a
personal, creative response. Responses are developed during the preparatory
study period and they take the form of practical, critical and contextual preparatory work/supporting studies which inform the resolution of the student’s ideas in the 10 hours sustained focus study. This takes place at specified
dates between April /May in any given year.

“Everything you can imagine is real.”
― Pablo Picasso
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Art & Design

As part of their studies for Art, craft and design students should aim to present clear evidence of addressing the assessment objectives, as in the following examples.
AO1 Develop ideas that are informed by investigative, contextual and cultural studies of historical and contemporary art, craft and design and other sources relevant to their selected
areas of study in their own and other societies.
AO2 Refine and reflect upon work as it progresses by
exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with appropriate media, materials, techniques and processes.
Exercise skilful and safe application of these to maximise creative potential and produce quality outcomes.

WJEC Art

AO3 Gather, select, organise and communicate information that is relevant to their personal interests as a
consequence of careful research and analysis of visual,
tactile and other resources.

Other activities that
AO4 Present essentially personal, imaginative final outcomes will be available:
that, together with selective evidence of thinking and production
processes, effectively realise the student’s stated intentions and Pupils will have the opdemonstrate critical understanding of visual, tactile and, where portunity to:
appropriate, other forms of communication.
Visit different galleries
and Museums
GCSE Art and Design is a strong foundation for further progresWork with other artists
sion to Art and Design related courses such as A-level Art and Deby participating in
sign and enhanced vocational and career pathways.
workshops
Progression Post 16:

It is a strong foundation for further progression to Art and Design related courses such
as A-level Art and Design and enhanced vocational and career pathways.

Potential Careers

2-D/3-D Design, Textiles, Fashion, Interior Design, Photography,
Computer Animation, Stage Design, Teaching.

“A picture is a poem without words.”
- Horace
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Business Studies

What You will Study

Pupils will have the opportunity to study the structure of a business and its objectives, Marketing, Production and Control.
Not only will pupils learn about how a business works, but the different roles
people play within a business, the motivation for running a business and how
the external environment can influence a business.

WJEC Business Studies

How you will be assessed:
One external paper will be sat in the summer examination period of year 11 that will assess the full
range of GCSE grades. This written paper will account for 75% of the final assessment.
A Controlled Assessment will be externally set by
the WJEC and each candidate will be allowed to select one task from a range of comparable tasks.
There will be a research period of 6 weeks with medium teacher control followed by three hour supervised analysis and evaluation activity. The Controlled Assessment will be internally marked and
externally moderated.
Progression Post 16:
A level Business Studies will be available to study
at post 16.

Other activities that will be
available:
Run a business to supply the
school fair at Christmas .
Enter the Young Enterprise
Competition.

Learn about personal budgeting and finance that will be an
essential life skill.
Study and visit existing businesses will be available in order to facilitate the controlled
assessment.

Potential Careers

Marketing, Entrepreneurial, Finance and Business Management.
“Advertising is legalized lying.” ― H.G. Wells
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Pearson BTEC Level 1/2 First Award in Business

What You will Study

Pupils will have the opportunity to study a range of different options in and around the
world of business.
Core Units : Enterprise in the Business World and Finance for Business plus two optional
modules: Recruitment and Selection and Employment and Principles of Customer Service. Learners have opportunities to develop personal, learning and thinking skills
through exploring case study businesses whilst developing knowledge and understanding of how businesses measure success and exploit market opportunities profitably.
How you will be assessed:

WJEC Business Studies

One externally examined paper and three units of coursework
Unit1:You will learn how trends and the current business environment may impact on a business, plan an idea for a new
business and present a business model for a business startup .Unit 2 : Explore the costs involved in business and how
businesses make a profit ,understand how businesses plan
for success by examining how businesses measure success
and identify areas for improvement. Unit 4 Examines the
principles of customer services through case study businesses and pupils build an evidence portfolio of their own skill
development.
Unit 8 In this unit pupils will develop understanding of know
about job roles and functional areas in business and
demonstrate interview skills and plan their own career development.

Other activities that will be
available:
Attend workshops and conferences and visit case study businesses. Start a business by enter
ingthe Young Enterprise Competition.
Learn about personal budgeting
and finance which is an essential
life skill.
Study and visit existing businesses will be available in order to

Progression Post 16:

A level Business Studies will be available to study at a range of post 16 education institutions
Potential Careers

Marketing, Entrepreneurial, Finance and Business Management.

“Advertising is legalized lying.”
― H.G. Wells
22

KMS 2019 Results: 50% A*/A

Computer Science

What You will Study

During the GCSE Computer Science course you will have the opportunity to gain an understanding of how
computers work and to create and troubleshoot computer programs for real-life purposes relating to
your own personal interests. Computer Science develops valuable programming and computational
thinking skills, which are increasingly relevant to a wide variety of jobs. Employers want workers with an
understanding of rigorous principles that can be applied to changing technologies.

WJEC Computer Science

The topics covered encourage pupils to explore how computers work and communicate in a variety of
contexts. You will have ample opportunity to apply and consolidate your knowledge of computer
programming by carrying out practical tasks that will develop your capacity for imaginative, innovative
thinking, creativity and independence. You will develop the skills of
design and evaluation, and you will test and problem-solve when
errors occur in both your own systems and those of others.

How you will be assessed:
Unit 1 Understanding Computer Science
(50% - external assessment) 1.5 hour written exam (90 marks)
This examination will assess understanding of the theatrical content of
the subject with a mixture of short, medium and long answers.
Unit 2 Solving Problems Using Computers
(30% - external assessment) 2 hour practical exam (30 marks)
This assessment consists of a series of tasks set and marked by WJEC
and completed on screen by candidates. These tasks will assess the
practical application of knowledge and understanding in the areas of
algorithms, assembly language, web design and programming.

Other activities that will be
available:

Micro:Bit programming,
robotic systems from
industry, networking and
PC building… to name just a
few.

Unit 3 Developing Computing Solutions
(20% - controlled assessment) 15 hour controlled assessment (50 marks)
This controlled assessment will give candidates the opportunity to develop a piece of work by following
a task brief which is issued by the WJEC. For this piece of coursework candidates will program in the
Python programming language.

Progression Post 16:
GCE A Level Computing, BTEC Level 3 IT (with elected programming and technical modules)
Potential Careers
Computer Programmer, Games Developer, Systems Developer, Systems Analyst, Teacher

“Everyone should learn how to code, it teaches you how to
think” ― Steve Jobs
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Design & Technology

How you will be assessed:

This specification is divided up into 2 components.
Component 1
Design and Technology in the 21st Century Written
examination: 2 hours, 50% of qualification.

WJEC Design and Technology

A mix of short answer, structured and extended writing questions assessing your
knowledge and understanding of:
· technical principles

Other activities that will
be available:

· designing and making principles
along with your ability to
· analyse and evaluate design decisions and wider issues
in design and technology.
Component 2—Design and make task
Non-exam assessment: approximately 35 hours

Design and Make Projects
in Wood, Metal and Plastic. Hot Metal Manufacturing Processes. Methods for
Joining Timber. Forming
Plastics. 2D and 3D Computer Aided Design.

50% of qualification
A sustained design and make task, based on a contextual
challenge set by WJEC, assessing your ability to:
· identify, investigate and outline design possibilities
· design and make prototypes
· analyse

and evaluate design decisions and wider issues in
design & technology.
Progression Post 16:
A Level Product Design Course.
Potential Careers
Product Design, Architecture, Interior Design, Engineering (structural, mechanical, electrical),
CAD career, CAM career
“Simple is good.”
― Jim Henson
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French

What You will Study
The topic areas of:

Personal and Social Life
Local Community
The World of Work
The Wider World

How you will be assessed:
Listening (25%)
- Examination with questions and answers in both French
and English
Other activities that will

WJEC French

Speaking (25%)

be available:

- Role play

Pupils will have the opportunity to visit France—
providing there is sufficient
interest.

- Photo card discussion
- Conversation
Reading (25%)

- Examination with questions and answers in both French
and English
- Translation from French to English
Writing (25%)
- 2/3 pieces of writing
- Translation from English to French
Progression Post 16:
A Level French & Business French
Potential Careers
Business, media, banking, tourism, information services, technology, law and education.
“Boy, those French! They have a different word for everything.” ― Steve Martin
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Geography

What You will Study
Unit 1: Changing Physical and Human Landscapes


Landscapes and Physical Processes; Rural-urban Links; Either Coastal Hazards and their
Management or Tectonic Landscapes and Hazards.

Unit 2: Environmental and Development Issues


Weather, Climate and Ecosystems; Development and Resource Issues; Environmental
Challenges
Other activities that will
be available:

Unit 3: Fieldwork Enquiry
How you will be assessed:

WJEC Geography

Unit 1: Changing and Physical and Human Landscapes


Written Paper – 1 hour 30 mins (40%)

Unit 2: Environmental and Development Issues


Written Paper – 1 hour 30 mins (40%)

Students who chose to
study Geography at GCSE
level will be expected to
attend the various
fieldtrips organised by the
department.

Unit 3: Fieldwork Enquiry


Non-examination assessment based on two Fieldwork Investigation—2 hours 30 mins
(20%)

Progression Post 16:
This course provides a good grounding to move forward to study Geography at both AS and A
level. The transferable skills they develop will also be useful in other subjects they may
choose at both GCSE and post 16.
Potential Careers
The career pathways available to pupils who study Geography are varied due to the transferable skills
they will have developed during their studies. The following list is just a selection of potential careers:


Cartographer, Commercial/residential surveyor, Environmental consultant, Meteorologist, Geographical information systems officer, Planning and development surveyor, Secondary school
teacher, Town planner, International aid/development worker, Logistics and distribution manager, Market researcher. Transport planner Other activities that will be available:

Students who chose to study Geography at GCSE level will be expected to attend the various
fieldtrips organised by the department.

“All I ever wanted was a world without maps.”
― Michael Ondaatje
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German

What You will Study
The context for learning the language is organised under three broad
themes:


Identity and culture



Wales and the World – areas of interest



Current and future study and employment
Other activities that will
be available:

How you will be assessed:

CIE IGCSE German

Students who chose to
study languages at GCSE
level will be expected to
attend the various
fieldtrips organised by the
department.



Unit 1: Speaking Oral test: 7-9 minutes (Foundation tier) 10-12
minutes (Higher tier) 25% of qualification 60 marks; 100 UMS
Three tasks: Role play Photo card discussion Conversation – Part
1 and Part 2 Learners are not permitted to use dictionaries in
any part of the assessment.



Unit 2: Listening Written examination: 35 minutes (Foundation
tier) 45 minutes (Higher tier) 25% of qualification 45 marks; 100 UMS Listening comprehension tasks with non-verbal and written responses Learners are not permitted to use
dictionaries in any part of the assessment.



Unit 3: Reading Written examination:1 hour (Foundation tier) 1 hour 15 minutes (Higher
tier) 25% of qualification 60 marks; 100 UMS Reading tasks with non-verbal and written
responses, including one translation task from German into English/Welsh Learners are
not permitted to use dictionaries in any part of the assessment. Unit 4: Writing Written
examination: 1 hour 15 minutes (Foundation tier) 1 hour 30 minutes (Higher tier) 25% of
qualification 60 marks; 100 UMS Writing tasks including one translation task from English/Welsh into German Learners are not permitted to use dictionaries in any part of the
assessment.

Progression Post 16:
This course provides a good grounding to move forward to study at both AS and A level. The
transferable skills they develop will also be useful in other subjects they may choose at both
GCSE and post 16.
Potential Careers
The career pathways available to pupils who study German vary widely—Business, media, banking,
tourism, information services, technology, law and education.

“Menschlich zu sein ist die Rechte Religion.”
― Abhijit Naskar
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History

What You will Study GCSE History is a unique course where you will have a range of interesting
periods to look at and study. The assessments are broken down into the
types of study that you do on each topic:
UNIT 1 & 2 In depth studies


British topic

Depression War and Recovery 1930-51
Worldwide topic
America 1910-29
UNIT 3 Thematic Studies This is a broad topic of change and continuity over
1000 years.


Crime and Punishment 1500-Present Day

WJEC History

UNIT 4 Controlled Assessments
You will also be required to carry out controlled assessments where you study a period in
history through different sources
Other activities that will be available:
and write an extended piece of
writing.
Pupils who study History will have the opportunity to attend trips
to London War Museum.

How you will be assessed:
There will be three examined papers and the Non Examined Assessment These have a variety
of questions from low tariff mark and source questions to extended essay style questions.
Spelling; Grammar and Punctuation is marked for each paper and carries 3 marks.
Progression Post 16: This course provides a good grounding to move forward to study History at both
AS and A level and will support a Law degree.
Potential Careers
The career pathways available to pupils who study History are varied due to the transferable skills they
will have developed during their studies. The following list is just a selection of potential careers:


Museum Researcher; Media Researcher; Genealogist; Museum Curator; Museum Education Officer;
Heritage Industry; Archaeologist; Archivist/Records Manager; Legal work.

“War does not determine who was right, only who is left”
- Bertand Russell
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Hospitality and Catering

What You will Study

The WJEC Level 1/2 Vocational Award in Hospitality and
Catering is made up of two mandatory units:
Unit 1 The Hospitality and Catering Industry
Unit 2 Hospitality and Catering in Action
Through the two units, learners will gain an overview of the

WJEC Hospitality and Catering

hospitality and catering industry and the type of job roles that
may be available to assist them in making choices about
progression.

Other activities that will be
available:
Opportunities to attend after
school cooking clubs to further
develop practical skills will be
available.

How will you be assessed:
Unit 1 - Externally assessed
The written exam is worth 40% of the overall qualification and has the option of being a paper
based or onscreen assessment. This exam is taken at the end of year 11 and will be test candidates
knowledge and understanding of the Hospitality and Catering industry.
Unit 2 – Internally assessed and externally moderated
The controlled assessment is worth 60% of the overall qualification. Candidates will be asked to
research, plan and make suitable dishes for people with special dietary needs.
Candidates will also be expected to participate in practical lessons weekly to develop their skills in
preparation for these assessments. It is a requirement that pupils provide their own ingredients for
these lessons.

Progression Post 16:
WJEC Level 3 Food, Science and Nutrition (certificate and
diploma)
Potential Careers
Chef, Environmental Health Officer, Trading Standards, Front of House,
Restaurant/hotel Entrepreneur, Dietician, Travel and Tourism, Food
Technologist, Catering Teacher.

“The whole idea is to earn the flavour. No one gives it to
you.”
Jamie Oliver
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BTEC First Award in Information & Creative Technology

New course for KMS 2020 Launch!

BTEC First in Information & Creative Technology

BTEC Tech Award in Digital Information Technology
What you will Study
During the BTEC Tech Award in Digital Information Technology
we will have the opportunity to gain an understanding of how we
use technology from a more vocational context. We explore the
technical knowledge and skills needed within our ever developing
world. We explore the impacts our design choices make as well as how
misinterpretation can lead to system failures.
This gives us the chance to explore the topics in a much more practical
and vocational way, linking to the world of work throughout the
course. Which includes studying the knowledge, understanding and
skills related to data management, data interpretation, data presentation
and data protection.
The topics covered remain the same each year, with the majority of the
course (two of the three units) is internally assessed and moderated
with a single exam in February of Year 11 (resit available in May of
Year 11).
How you will be assessed:
Unit 1: Exploring User Interface Design Principles and Project
Planning Techniques
We will have to: Investigate user interface design for individuals and
organisations; Use project planning techniques to plan and design a
user interface and Develop and review a user interface
(Project work: Internally Assessed).
Unit 2: Collecting, Presenting and Interpreting Data
We will have to: Investigate the role and impact of using data on
individuals and organisations; Create a dashboard using data
manipulation tools and Draw conclusions and review data presentation
methods. (Project work: Internally Assessed).
Unit 3: Effective Digital Working Practices
We will explore how organisations use digital systems and the wider
implications associated with their use. (Theory Unit: Examination in
February of Y11).

Other activities that
will be available:

Competition with
Manchester
University
(Animate17) if
enrolled onto the
animation unit.

Progression Post 16: BTEC Level 3 IT
Potential Careers: Online systems and technology have become part of
everyday work, so being able to understand and work with this technology is
relevant in many roles in the industry.

“The BEST way to predict the future is to create
it” ― Peter Drucker
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Mandarin

What You will Study
At Kings Monkton we pride ourselves on our language provision and ensuring that pupils have
every opportunity to succeed. As such, we are delighted
to be able to offer Mandarin to our pupils.
The structure of the course will depend upon the needs of
the pupils and can take two forms:
1.

Level 2 Mandarin

2.

Mandarin for Business Use.

Subject Content

AQA Mandarin

3.2 Unit 1: Chinese (Mandarin) listening 46701F, 46701H 7
3.3 Unit 2: Chinese (Mandarin) reading 46702F, 46702H 8
3.4 Unit 3: Chinese (Mandarin) speaking 46703 9
3.5 Unit 4: Chinese (Mandarin) writing 46704

Other activities that will
be available:
We are developing links
with China and opportunities to vist the country as
an exchange pupil will be
available.
We also have excellent
links with the Chinese
community and we can
link pupils to Cardiff University; Chinese Business;
and political departments

Potential Careers
The career pathways available to pupils who study Mandarin are varied, a
selection of potential careers are:


Business; Language Translator; Law; Politics; Teacher.

書不盡言 言不盡意 (Writing cannot express all words, words
cannot encompass all ideas) - Confucius
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Media Studies BTEC

What You will Study

BTEC Level 1/2 Certificate in Creative Media Production
The BTEC Level 1/2 Certificate is a qualification which can extend a learner’s programme of
study and provide a vocational emphasis. The BTEC Level 1/2 Certificate is broadly equivalent to
one GCSE.
The Award gives learners the opportunity to develop sector-specific knowledge and skills in a
practical learning environment. Learners are required to complete and achieve three components in the qualification: Exploring Media Products, Developing Digital Media Production Skills
and Create a Media Product in Response to a Brief.

BTEC Media Studies

How you will be assessed:
The three components in the qualification give learners the
opportunity to develop broad knowledge and understanding of the media sector and relevant skills such as research,
planning, problem solving and communication at Levels 1
and 2.
1.

Internal assessment: Components 1 and 2 are assessed through internal assessment.

2.

External synoptic assessment: There is one external
assessment, Component 3, that builds directly on
Components 1 and 2, and enables learning to be
brought together and related to a real-life situation.

Progression Post 16:
This qualification leads on to BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate
(30 credits) and also BTEC Level 2 Diploma (60 credits); as well
as Level 3 qualifications

Grading of the qualification:
Both assessments, Internally-assessed and externally-assessed are
marked and awarded on
a continuum, using grading
descriptors set at Level 1
Pass, Level 2 Pass and Level 2 Distinction.

Potential Careers
Animation / Broadcast Journalism / Camera / Directors / Editing / Sound / Radio / Publishing / Production / Photo Imaging / Multimedia and Print Journalism / Lighting for Film and Television / Interactive Media and Computer Games.
“Whoever controls the media, controls the mind”
― Jim Morrison
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Media Studies GCSE

What You will Study

This GCSE Media Studies specification is based on the key concepts for exploring and creating
media. The framework is based on four inter-related areas:
1.

media language: how forms, codes and conventions create meanings

2.

representation: how the media portray events, issues, individuals and social groups

3.

media industries: production and distribution

4.

audiences: how audiences respond to and interact with media products and processes.

How you will be assessed:

WJEC Media Studies

Unit 1 Exploring the Media Written examination:
1 hour 30 minutes 30% of qualification 60 marks
Section A: Representations - Advertising, Video Games
and Newspapers (30 marks)
Section B: Music (30 marks)
Unit 2 Understanding Television and Film
Written examination: 1 hour 30 minutes 30% of qualification 60 marks
Section A: Wales on Television (30 marks)
Section B: Contemporary Hollywood Film (30 marks)
Unit 3 Creating Media Non-exam assessment: internally assessed and externally moderated by WJEC
40% of qualification 80 marks

Other activities that will
be available:

Progression Post 16:

Visits to the BBC; Filming and
Radio clubs

A Level Media Studies
Potential Careers

Animation / Broadcast Journalism / Camera / Directors / Editing / Sound / Radio /
Publishing / Production / Photo Imaging / Multimedia and Print Journalism /
Lighting for Film and Television / Interactive Media and Computer Games.
“Whoever controls the media, controls the mind”
― Jim Morrison
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Music

What will you study and how you will be assessed:
The music course at Kings Monkton is a highly practical course designed to extend the skills and
knowledge of each pupil based on what they already know. Individual strengths and weaknesses can be catered for and developed throughout the course. Music technology is well-utilised
throughout the course and caters well for pupils with an interest in this field. Pupils should be
prepared to perform at school events as part of this course.

Performing 35%

WJEC Music

Pupils must sing or play 2 pieces, at least one piece must be an
ensemble. This will be assessed by the class teacher during
March of Year 11. Pupils will also provide a programme nite for
one of their pieces. Additional performing opportunities both inside and outside the classroom will be given throughout the
course.

Composing 35%
Pupils must compose a portfolio of pieces and then select two
pieces to submit. Pieces will need to be approximately 2 minutes
in length. One piece is in response to a given brief by the WJEC.
Use of music technology is encouraged in this aspect of the
course. Pupils are also expected to evaluate one of these pieces.

Listening 30%
This is taught throughout the course but assessed as part of the
formal examination series in the Summer of Year 11. This will involve answering questions about a variety of styles and genres of
completed during the course, including 2 set works.

Other activities that will
be available:
Additional opportunities
include;
Musical Theatre group,
School productions, Radio
broadcasts, use of the Recording Studio, various
performing opportunities,
lessons with professional
musicians, choirs and ensembles.

Potential Careers
Music is a subject which is highly prized amongst universities and employers alike due the
reputations that musicians have as good team players, the ability to persevere at something, high academic achievement, multi-tasking and incredible attention to detail. Music
industry careers include;
Songwriter, performer, music producer, sound engineer, orchestrator, composer, film
scorer/composer, jingle writer, transcriber, copyist, conductor, music journalism, music
agent, music teacher

“Without music, life would be a mistake.”
― Friedrich Nietzsche
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Music Technology

What will you study and how you will be assessed:
Music technology is a course which looks at the music industry and the jobs that are available
within in that industry. Music is one of the country’s biggest exporting products and the industry is one of the UK’s top employers. With a strong focus on popular music this course is suitable for anyone with a keen interest in music and you do not need to be able to play to undertake this course, although an interest in studio technology would be beneficial. Please note that
the qualification title is Music BTEC, but units covered will have a music technology bias.

The Music Industry (External Exam)

Music Technology BTEC

This unit is externally assessed by way of an exam. It looks at the
different sections of the industry and also covers the legal implications of copyright and licensing.

The Music Industry (Internal assessment)
This unit is internally assessed by way of either a written task or
by presentation. It looks at career progression within the music
industry and the experience and qualifications needed to progress.

Additional Units
The remainder of the course is made up of additional units that
can be tailored to the individual. These units will be worked on in
class and will allow pupils to develop skills in specific areas of interest to them, such as Live Music technology, Studio Recording,
Performing, Radio Broadcasting, Sequencing, Music Production.
Again, these will be assessed through written projects, practical
projects and presentations as appropriate.

Other activities that will
be available:
 Regular use of the studio

including radio
broadcasts,
 recording groups
 live event management

at school concerts,
 setting up and safely

storing equipment.

Potential Careers
Music is a subject which is highly prized amongst universities and employers alike due the reputations that musicians have as good team players, the ability to persevere at something, high
academic achievement, multi-tasking and incredible attention to detail. Music industry careers
include;
Songwriter, performer, music producer, sound engineer, radio broadcasting, composer, film
scorer/composer, music journalism, music agent, music teacher, instruments repairer, live
events management, DJ, instrument technician, road crew, stage crew, events management.

“When I’m dead, I want to be remembered as a musician
of some worth and substance.”
― Freddie Mercury
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Performing Arts BTEC

What will you study and how you will be assessed:
The Pearson BTEC Level 1/Level 2 First Award in Performing Arts is taught over 120 guided learning hours
(GLH). It has core and optional specialist units that can be chosen to suit individual or cohort interests.
Learners must complete the two core units and a choice of optional specialist units to reach a total of 120
GLH. The qualification is designed to give you an understanding of performing arts as a career, as well as
practical experience of performing in your chosen specialist area.
Examples of work

Performing Arts BTEC

Pupils will carry out a range of activities, based upon their experience and
specialist units. As a core, pupils will have to complete a letter of application and then carry out an audition as an externally marked piece of work.
They will also have to organise; develop and produce a production for public viewing, thinking about everything from lighting, to costumes; to stage
direction and much more.
Links to other subjects
There is good links with other subjects, especially Media Studies; Music
and BTEC Music Technology

Other activities that will
be available:
 School productions,
 Drama club
 Community performanc-

es,
 Coaching.

Grading
Pupils can achieve Level 1 or Level 2—Pass (GCSE Grade C), Merit (GCSE Grade B), or Distinction(GCSE
Grade A). In exceptional cases the exam board can award a Distinction* which is equivalent to an A*.
Potential Careers
Performing Arts is a subject which is valued with universities and employers alike due the fact that actors
make good team players, show perseverance, high confidence, multi-tasking and willingness to learn.
Performing Arts industry careers include;
Songwriter, performer, producer, sound engineer, vocal coach, actor, film and stage crew, journalism,
Performing Arts agent, teacher, live events management, DJ, events management.

“If you don't have shadows, you're not in the light.”
― Lady Gaga
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BTEC Public Services Level 2

What You will Study

Level 2 Certificate in Public Services.

BTEC Public Services

Pupils electing to follow this subject will develop
knowledge and understanding by applying their
learning and skills in a work-related context. Pupils
will develop skills such as teamwork; working to
deadlines and presenting work effectively. They will
study 7 units of work that will give pupils a detailed
understanding of the Public services.

The course requires pupils to complete some practical activities and physical exercise but they will not
be assessed in their ability in specific sports.
How you will be assessed
This course is assessed via coursework which is 75%
of the qualification. The course is broken down into
units of work, each unit requiring pupils to complete a
number of written assessments demonstrating their
knowledge and skills. Pupils will also be expected to sit
2 externally assessed examinations. These will be sat
in the summer terms of both the first and second year
of study and equate to 25% of the qualification.
Progression Post 16

A Level Public Services

Other activities that will be
available:
Plenty of opportunities to
play your sport at school and
club level; there will also be
opportunities for going on
sports tours and improving
your physical fitness by using our on suite fitness suite.
The PE department offer regular opportunities to represent the school in various
sports and activities.

Potential Careers

Police Service; Armed Forces; Fire Service; Prison Service; Secondary School Teacher; College Lecturer.
“Just play. Have fun. Enjoy the game.”
- Michael Jordan
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Psychology
Psychology GCSE is a two year linear course where students will gain knowledge and

understanding of psychological ideas, processes, procedures and theories. The course
covers the structure of the brain and has cross curricular links with both Biology and
Chemistry.

AQA Psychology

How you will be assessed:
There will be two examined papers. Students will be required to answer imultiple choice,
short answer and extended questions .
Progression Post 16

This course provides a good platform to move on to study Psychology A level and

Criminology Level 3. It will support a degree in Criminology, Psychology and other
Healthcare courses .
Potential Careers
The career pathways available to pupils who study Psychology are
varied . The following list is just a selection of potential careers:


Teacher; Youth worker; Counsellor; Psychologist, Medical
professional, Scientific researcher
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Religious Studies

What will you study?

WJEC GCSE in RELIGIOUS STUDIES Full Course.

This course consists of studying two units in years 10 and 11.
Unit 1 will be assessed in a written exam ( 2hrs) at the end of
Year 10
Unit 2 will be assessed in a written exam (2hrs) at the end of Year 11

WJEC Religious Studies

You will study key concepts associated with two religious traditions
including beliefs and teachings . You will then examine how religious
teachings may be practised in a modern society.
Specific emphasis will be placed upon the following










Religious and non religious teachings on the creation of the universe
The challenge posed by Evolution
Role of humankind in the world

Teachings relating to the moral debate linked with organ donation, abortion and euthanasia
Different beliefs relating to life after death (including humanist )

Religious thought linked to crime and punishment
Issues relating to peace and conflict.

Progression Post 16
AS and A2 Level RE
Potential Careers

Religious Studies provide an insight into the
beliefs and customs of people from different
backgrounds, making it an ideal subject to
study, for anyone interested in working with
diverse groups of people. Law, travel, advertising, human resources, diplomacy, publishing, journalism, the media and teaching.

Other Activities

There will be plenty of opportunity to engage in lively discussion and debate in
class. This subject encourages students to
offer their opinion on issues . We will have
guest speakers who will also welcome further debate

“Aim at heaven and you will get earth thrown in. Aim at
earth and you get neither.” - C. S. Lewis
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Sociology

What You will Study:
Sociology is a two year linear course , consisting of two components: understanding social
processes and understanding social structures. Students will also study sociological research methods and sociological perspectives.
Component 1:





Key concepts and processes of cultural transmission
Families

Education

Sociological research methods

Component 2:

WJEC Sociology






Social differentiation and stratification, including equality/inequality in relation to
class, gender, ethnicity, age, disability and sexuality.
Crime and deviance, including the reporting of crime statistics.

Applied methods of sociological enquiry, including the process of research design and
interpretation of data.
Other activities that will be
available:

How you will be assessed:

There will be two examined papers. These have a variety of
questions from low tariff mark and source questions to extended essay style questions. They will include specific
questions on research methods.

Pupils who study sociology
will have the opportunity to
conduct an investigation in
the city centre.

Progression Post 16

This course provides a good platform to move on to study Sociology at AS/ Alevel and
Criminology Level 3. It will support a degree in Criminology, Social Sciences or Law.

Potential Careers

The career pathways available to pupils who study Sociology are
varied, covering both the caring and legal professions. The following list is just a selection of potential careers:


Social worker; Youth worker; Counsellor; Researcher; Community development worker; Police officer; Prison officer;
Probation officer; criminal justice worker.

“We blame society, but we are society.”
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Spanish

What You will Study
The topic areas of:
- Youth culture - Lifestyle - Customs and
Traditions - Home and Locality - The Wider World
- Global Sustainability - Current study - Enterprise, employability
and future.
How you will be assessed:

All the skills are examined at the end of year 11. Pupils will be entered for either
foundation or higher papers
Listening (25%)

WJEC Spanish

- Examination with questions and answers in both Spanish and English
Speaking (25%)
- Role play

- Photo card discussion
- Conversation

Reading (25%)
- Examination with questions and answers in both Spanish and English
- Translation from Spanish to English
Writing (25%)

Other activities that will be available:

- 2/3 pieces of writing

Lunch at local Tapas restaurant.

- Translation from English to Spanish

Possible trip to Barcelona depending on
Interest.

Progression Post 16

AS and A2 Level Spanish.
Potential Careers

Business, media, banking, tourism, information services,
technology, law, education, translator, interpreter. 74% of
businesses state they would employ someone with a language qualification over an equally matched candidate.

“Caminante, no hay puentes, se hace puentes al andar. ”
― Gloria E. Anzaldua
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WJEC Physical Education GCSE

What You will Study

Factors affecting exercise, performance,
health, well-being and lifestyle choices.
The physical, psychological, tactical and technical influences on health, fitness and wellHow you will be assessed:

WJEC Physical Education

Written Paper
Section A.

A series of short answer and extended writing compulsory questions based on video extracts to test candidates` knowledge and understanding of exercise and fitness, its assessment and factors affecting performance,
provision and participation in sporting, health and wellbeing activities.
Section B.
A series of short answer and extended writing compulsory questions
Controlled Assessment
Candidates must be assessed in four performances, at

Other activities that will
be available:
Plenty of opportunities to
play your sport at school
and club level; there will
also be opportunities for
going on sports tours and
improving your physical
fitness.

Progression Post 16:

AS and A2 Level Sports Science/PE

Potential Careers

Exercise physiologist; Fitness centre manager; Secondary school teacher; Sport and exercise psychologist;
Sports administrator; Sports coach; Sports development officer; Sports therapist.
“Just play. Have fun. Enjoy the game.”
- Michael Jordan
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Welsh

What You will Study

WJEC Welsh

Studying the GCSE Welsh Second Language Course should
encourage candidates to:

develop their interest in Welsh and enthusiasm for the
language.

develop their confidence when communicating effectively in Welsh

develop essential skills while undertaking practical
tasks which fulfil the needs of candidates, employers and further education

develop the skills of candidates to make practical use of the language in order to communicate effectively, usefully and appropriately in the bilingual society of the 21st
century

develop the necessary knowledge, understanding and
skills for further study.
Other activities that will
be available:
Trips to Welsh Assembly
Government and n opportunity to take part in the
Youth Welsh Parliament
are available.

How you will be assessed:

UNIT 1 Written Paper: 1 hour (25%) (100 marks)
Higher and Foundation Tier (UMS: 50)
4 questions – 2 writing (10%) 2 reading (15%)
UNIT 2 Controlled Assessment (25%)
(Untiered) (100 marks) (UMS: 50)
Speaking 20% Task 1 – Individual presentation (10%)
Task 2 – Situation Conversation (10%) – Pair/group work Writing – (5%) Writing work
based on the situation conversation.
UNIT 3 Oral Examination: 10 minutes (25%) (50 marks) Higher & Foundation Tier (UMS:
50) [FULL COURSE ONLY] Speaking 20% Pair/ group oral examination.
Reading 5% Discussion of reading materials as stimulus for oral examination.
UNIT 4 Written Paper: 1 hour (25%) (100 marks) Higher and Foundation Tier (UMS:50)
[FULL COURSE ONLY] 4 questions – 2 writing (15%) 2 reading (10%)
Potential Careers
Languages open up a vast array of careers and occupations and
Welsh is particularly important if you are interested in journalism or TV in Wales; as well as Welsh politics; teaching and translation work.

Cenedl heb iaith, cenedl heb gallon
A nation without language, is a nation without heart
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Notes
“He listens well who takes notes.” - Dante Alighieri
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